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Drastically Reduce the Time to Design
Change is accelerating and supply chain design decisions must be made faster than ever before.
Making optimal decisions requires a complex set of trade-offs and massive amounts of data.
Without advanced modeling capabilities, organizations struggle to consistently adapt their supply
chains as the market evolves around them.
Coupa Supply Chain Modeler is the industry’s leading
supply chain design offering. The all-in-one modeling
solution uses advanced algorithms to deliver datadriven decision support through:
• Network Design Optimization
• Routing and Flow Path Optimization
• CapEx Analysis
• Production Optimization
• Cost to Serve Analysis
• Inventory Optimization
• And much more…

Part of Coupa Supply Chain Design & Planning
powered by LLamasoft, this innovative offering now
drastically reduces the time to decision as well. It
transforms supply chain design and analysis from
a one-off project into a consistent and repeatable
process, unlocking the potential to continually
answer design questions at the pace of change.
Supply Chain Modeler provides your team the tools
it needs to quickly access data, model the supply
chain, and run countless scenarios – to help you
confidently reach the outcome you prefer.
It leverages the platform’s always-on Decision Data
Model to provide instant access to relevant
information from across your supply chain
planning and execution systems, data lakes, and
external data points. Supply Chain Modeler allows
you to analyze and optimize the supply chain
across specific use cases and easily collaborate
with and share information among relevant
stakeholders across the enterprise.
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Adopt continuous supply chain design and planning
Coupa Supply Chain Design & Planning powered by
LLamasoft delivers the science behind smarter, faster
supply chain decisions.
Built exclusively for analysis of the extended supply
chain, it harnesses advanced algorithms and a digital
model of your extended supply chain for facilitating
experimentation and trade-off testing to uncover what
affects both tactical and strategic decisions.
Get in on the revolutionary impact AI is having on
operations, strategy, and competitive gains.

To learn more about how Coupa can help you
make AI-powered decisions for supply chain
agility, visit us at coupa.com

Gartner Top 25

$2T in Spend

$60B in Value

23 of the Gartner Supply
Chain Top 25 use Coupa for
their supply chain decisions,
powered by LLamasoft.

The Coupa platform
contains $2T of spend
under management and
growing.

Our customers have
identified more than $60B in
value from solution
insights.
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